
Here’s Some Real Good News for YOU! 
How You Can Begin Walking in the LIGHT 

 
 What I’m about to say isn’t religious and the only way you can absorb the 

truth of it and have it empower you is to, right this moment, NOW, make a 
commitment to refuse to put a word that will be in the next sentence into the 
context of any of your preconceived ideas about what it means, because I 

guarantee that how I’m using the word is not how you are currently thinking what 
the word means …NO MATTER WHAT THAT IS!  

 Okay, we’re smack dab into the “next sentence” and the referenced word is 
…are you ready? GOD …or any of the words with which anyone supplants this word 
used in a religious, non-religious or even anti-religious sense will NOT make do 

either.  
 When I just asked: “Are you ready?” …I was referring back to what I said 

about making a commitment to not put it in a religious context so that you can 
absorb some truth that will empower you.  
 The way I am using the word “religious” means anything we’ve learned or 

absorbed from religious or anti-religious teachings and cultures from someone other 
than ourselves, the truth is, I DON’T KNOW SQUAT! If that is true, then how can 

you learn anything from me? That’s the point; you cannot learn anything from 
“me,” what I share is my own experience from walking in the LIGHT with an 

Integrated Mind …the conscious part of which is unable to absorb or articulate 
anything and which is the reason for my saying “I DON’T KNOW SQUAT!”  
 I’m about to transcribe something that is not from me, nor is it from anyone 

else you’ve ever met either. It is from a group of ten fellows who are all very much 
alive in the mind of this body-bag I occupy and of which I have images firmly 

planted in my mind; BUT you need to proceed with the understanding that these 
images, displayed below, I lifted from Google images on the Internet.  
 

    
Baba              Jay               Lahti            Moe            Mose 

  
Moo              Yogi             Jere            Sid          Zoe 

 
The entire group of twelve, which include “me” (consciously) and the leader 

of all parts of the subconscious and unconscious mind of this body I occupy and 
which we refer to as “MEGA-me” (to signify how much more powerful are the 
collective parts of the subconscious and unconscious than the cognitive –reasoning 
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and thinking– part of “me,” use the nicknames as inscribed under their pictures 
above).  

 What’s all this got to do with walking in the LIGHT? In a religious sense, 
almost every one of the major religious persuasions talk about the Divine Light 

…and refer to the Deity or Supreme Being as being “The Light.”  
 Each of the images depicted above, with the lone exception of Moe, are of 
when they were in their human body-bag “incarnations” and either credited or 

blamed (depending upon your point of view) with starting the following religions: In 
the same order as the images: Baba – The Baha’i; Jay – Christianity; Lahti – 

Taoism; Mose – Judaism; Moo – Islam; Yogi – Self Realization Fellowship; Jere – 
Various Ascended Master Religions; Sid – Buddhism; Zoe – Zoroastrianism.  
 Each of them, then and now, claim to be totally and completely submitted to 

the ONE to whom we all refer as our SPIRIT-PARENT. In the dimension in which we 
exist together, NOW, this is the LIGHT in which we walk, both collectively and 

individually. This is our LIGHT …we are urging you to realize that you must walk in 
the LIGHT of that which you receive by direct revelation to and in YOU from the 
LIGHT.  

 What is even more important, in my mind, is that each disavow the religions 
with which they are historically associated. 

 The following e-mail from a sojourner in the LIGHT who received a vital 
lesson from which we can all receive wisdom, albeit filtered through the clutter of 

our minds …particularly the part of our minds that makes judgments and draws 
conclusions …the conscious part. 

 [Verbatim quote from the e-mail] This morning when I was working with the 

light, I noticed that it was particularly dim. I tried to increase my circle of light but was limited 

or unable to create the brightness normally achieved. This of course was due to the fact I was 

separated from the Source of the light. The light was dim because it only was a “self” manifested 

light, not accessing the Source of light. Very dim my friend, almost nothing, less than a 20 watt 

bulb. 

I cried out for MORE SPIRIT and was denied and chastised for being weak and 

unworthy. I pounded on my chest calling for forgiveness, only to receive more silence and 

darkness. Then I knew I was being interfered with because Source always answers with love.  

The battle ensued, I had to use the blood to begin to break down the blanket of darkness. It’s 

been a long time since I had to use that power and authority. I called for assistance from my 

angels and my team, they were already hard a work tearing the darkness apart.  

One weird side note, Jesus didn’t use the blood. I asked why? He said it was given to our 3rd 

dimension and not his, it’s not available in his dimension…only to ours. 

Battle done…WTF. I didn’t do anything to piss off darkness or interfere where I had no 

authority! WTF! 

I met with the team and it was explained to me; that darkness for the sake of darkness, has its 

own purpose. Light workers are in direct opposition to the objectives of darkness.  And God said; 

let there be light.  What was before that? Darkness and only darkness. At some levels, let’s say 



dimension 1, light and darkness are required for contrast…not much light but enough for a 

difference in gradation. At dimension 2, more light is required but darkness dominates still. 

Dimension 3 well there is plenty of light but still way more darkness. And so on up the scale. A 

good example would be the difference between Jesus and Orion; Jesus has physical 4th 

dimension form but Orion only appears as light with some shape.  The angels appear as opaque 

forms but definitely less “solid” than Jesus…perhaps 5th dimension???? I dunno and didn’t ask. 

The visitor I had this morning was from dimension 0. No light at all, and not wanting any light. 

In our vast 3rd dimension universe we are a tiny spec on the map. As we produce/work with light 

more and more, it increases our tiny spec’s notoriety. Will we see more visits? Keep your ears 

and eyes open. [End quote] 

The following is another e-mail just in from yet another sojourner in the 

LIGHT …with the same caveat that preceded the former, that is: “who received a 
vital lesson from which we can all receive wisdom, albeit filtered through the clutter 
of our minds …particularly the part that makes judgment and draws conclusions 

…the conscious part.” 

 

[Verbatim quote from the e-mail] Being spirits, you and I must advance in the 

knowledge of the INFINITE, and it is for this end that you and I are made to pass 

through THE TRIALS OF DARK INFLUENCE in order to attain to THE FULLNESS OF 

GOODNESS.  

 

The mission of our heavenly family (the en-Christed) is to lead us down 

the righteous kingdom path from moment to moment, beloved. When we are acted 

upon by dark influences, it is because WE HAVE ATTRACTED LOWLY SPIRITS to 

ourselves by way of our LOWLY DESIRES, for dark and evil and even mischievous 

spirits WILL ALWAYS come to aid us in doing the evil that we desire to do, but they 

can only help us to do this when we give way to darkness in our hearts.  

 

In other words, if we are someone who is inclined to worry or to fear or to negativity 

or to anger or lust, we will have about us SWARMS OF SPIRITS who will keep these 

inclinations alive in us, but we will also have OTHERS ABOUT US (the en-Christed in 

the spirit world) who will try to influence us FOR GOOD. This, in some way, restores 

BALANCE to the influence and leaves us to make a decision. It is in this way that God 

leaves to our conscience the choice or the road that we decide to follow, and gives us 

THE LIBERTY of yielding to one or other of the opposing influences that act upon us. 

 

Can we free ourselves from the influence of the spirits who incite us to wrong 

thinking or wrong doing? YES, WE CAN, for dark spirits only attach themselves to 

those who ATTRACT THEM them by the nature of dark thoughts and desires. When 

we renounce the temptations of dark spirits and they see that they cannot 

accomplish their aim, they will give up the attempt (“resist the devil and he will flee 

from you”). This does not mean that these spirits will not continue to WATCH for a 

favorable moment to influence us again though. Remember this. [End quote] 

  We, the group of twelve, all fully submitted to our SPIRIT-PARENT are now 
going to offer a suggestion as to how YOU can begin walking in the LIGHT of your 



own direct revelation of LIGHT from the SOURCE (by whatever other title or 
name). Take no other person’s, no matter how revered as a teacher of truth, word 

as definitive, rely only on your own direct revelation of the LIGHT, from the 
LIGHT. Now walk in it and BE the LIGHT of the world! 


